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SUMMARY 

The High Frequency Force Balance (HFFB) technique has been widely used to measure the base moments, forces, 

and torsion of tall buildings. Using this experimental technique, it is not possible to directly obtain the distribution of 

varying fluctuating wind loads throughout the height of tall buildings. Several researchers have developed different 

approaches to predict the wind load distribution based on HFFB results. However, most of the existing approaches 

are focused on estimating the generalised wind forces and dynamic wind loads. Also, they are generally complex 

and not particularly practical for wind and structural engineers. In this research, a straightforward HFFB-based wind 

load distribution approach is presented in the time domain for tall rectangular buildings. A 1:300 scale model of a 

tall building was chosen as the subject for the HFFB-based wind load distribution approach study. A pressure-tapped 

model of the same building was used to obtain surface pressure distributions to validate the HFFB predictions. The 

results show that the proposed approach predicts the vertical distributions of the wind loads with acceptable 

accuracy for carrying out the concept stage of tall building design.      
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The fundamental principle of the High Frequency Force Balance (HFFB) approach is that the 

generalised wind forces can be estimated from the measured base results on a rigid model 

(Salehinejad and Flay 2021). Although this technique is an effective tool for buildings with 

idealised mode shapes, for the general case of complicated mode shapes, it needs appropriate 

assumptions and correction factors (Boggs and Peterka 1989; Holmes et al. 2003) and the 

distribution of the varying fluctuating wind loads over the height of the buildings is unknown. 

Numerous researchers have developed different methods to predict the generalised wind forces 

and dynamic wind loads. On the other hand, some limited or complex methods have been 



presented to provide the wind load distribution along the height of the building using HFFB 

results (Xie and Irwin 1998; Chen and Kareem 2005). However, there is still a gap for 

conveniently predicting the spatio-temporally varying fluctuating wind loads on buildings based 

on HFFB measurements. In this paper, a straightforward HFFB-based wind load distribution 

method is proposed for time domain application for tall rectangular buildings. 1:300 HFFB and 

pressure-tapped scale models of Building A, a benchmark tall building (Holmes and Tse 2014) 

were built and wind tunnel tested. The base shears and moments of the rigid model were 

measured with a high frequency force balance. From these measurements the proposed HFFB-

based approach was used to predict the vertical distributions of the wind loads along the 

principal axes. On the pressure model 396 pressure time histories were acquired from 18 levels 

of 22 taps at each level at 10° intervals. The high frequency pressure integration (HFPI) wind 

tunnel technique was used to determine the surface pressure distributions. The HFFB-based 

predictions of the vertical loading distribution are compared with the measured pressure 

distribution reference results and discussed in the paper.  

       

2. THE NEW APPROACH 

The fluctuating wind loads in the translational directions (𝑥- and 𝑦-directions) at building height 

𝑧 can be generally expressed as 

 
𝑓𝑥(𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝑎(𝑡) × 𝐴(𝑧) + 𝑏(𝑡) × 𝐵(𝑧) (1) 

𝑓𝑦(𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝑐(𝑡) × 𝐴(𝑧) + 𝑑(𝑡) × 𝐵(𝑧) (2) 

 

where 𝐴(𝑧)  and 𝐵(𝑧)  in Eq. (1,2) are two arbitrary space functions which determine the 

vertical force distributions and for the present investigation are defined as in Eq. (3,4)  

 
𝐴(𝑧) = 𝑢2(𝑧) × ∆𝐻(𝑧) (3) 

𝐵(𝑧) = (2 (
𝑧

𝐻
) − 1) × 𝐴(𝑧) (4) 

 

where 𝑢(𝑧) is the wind speed at height 𝑧, ∆𝐻(𝑧) is the inner-storey height of the building, and 

𝐻  is the overall height of the building. The time functions (𝑎(𝑡), 𝑏(𝑡), 𝑐(𝑡), 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑑(𝑡)) can be 

uniquely determined from the measured HFFB results and the space functions, as follows  

 

𝑎(𝑡) =
1

∆
[𝐹𝑥(𝑡) ∫ 𝑧 𝐵(𝑧) 𝑑𝑧 

𝐻

0
−  𝑀𝑦(𝑡) ∫ 𝐵(𝑧) 𝑑𝑧

𝐻

0
] (5) 

𝑏(𝑡) =
1

∆
[𝑀𝑦(𝑡) ∫ 𝐴(𝑧) 𝑑𝑧 

𝐻

0
−  𝐹𝑥(𝑡) ∫ 𝑧 𝐴(𝑧) 𝑑𝑧

𝐻

0
] (6) 

𝑐(𝑡) =
1

∆
[𝐹𝑦(𝑡) ∫ 𝑧 𝐵(𝑧) 𝑑𝑧 

𝐻

0
+  𝑀𝑥(𝑡) ∫ 𝐵(𝑧) 𝑑𝑧

𝐻

0
] (7) 

𝑑(𝑡) =
1

∆
[−𝑀𝑥(𝑡) ∫ 𝐴(𝑧) 𝑑𝑧 

𝐻

0
−  𝐹𝑦(𝑡) ∫ 𝑧 𝐴(𝑧) 𝑑𝑧

𝐻

0
] (8) 

∆=  ∫ 𝐴(𝑧) 𝑑𝑧 
𝐻

0 ∫ 𝑧 𝐵(𝑧) 𝑑𝑧 
𝐻

0
− ∫ 𝑧 𝐴(𝑧) 𝑑𝑧 

𝐻

0 ∫ 𝐵(𝑧) 𝑑𝑧 
𝐻

0
  (9) 

 

where 𝐹𝑥(𝑡), 𝑀𝑥(𝑡), 𝐹𝑦(𝑡), 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑀𝑦(𝑡)  in Eq. (5-9) are the measured base shears and bending 

moments in the x and y directions, respectively. The sectional wind load coefficients along the 

principal axes, x and y, are defined in Eq. (10, 11) 
 

𝐶𝐹𝑙
=  

𝑓𝑙𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

0.5 𝜌 𝑈𝐻
2   𝑤(𝑧) 

                𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑙 = 𝑥, 𝑦 (10) 



𝑓𝑙𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
=  

𝑓𝑙

 ∆𝐻(𝑧)
                   𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑙 = 𝑥, 𝑦                                                           (11) 

 

where 𝑓𝑙, 𝑓𝑙𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
, 𝑈𝐻, 𝑤(𝑧), and 𝜌 are the wind load, the sectional wind load, the wind speed at the 

top of the building, the width of the building and the air density, respectively. 

 

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The HFFB and HFPI tests were conducted in the University of Auckland wind tunnel. A 

suburban terrain flow was simulated. The mean wind speed profile followed a power law with an 

exponent 𝛼 = 0.25 and a roughness length of 0.2 m. This is consistent with Terrain Category 3 

(TC3) as defined in the Standard AS/NZS 1170.2 (Salehinejad et al. 2022). Building A is a 240 

m high rectangular cross-section building with plan dimensions 72 m by 24 m. HFFB data were 

acquired at a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz and sampling period of 120 s. Pressure data were 

acquired at a sampling frequency of 400 Hz and sampling period of 120 s. The two models were 

installed at the centre of the wind tunnel turntable to allow testing for 36 directions at 10° 

intervals. Due to page limitations, only some selected results for the two wind directions of 0° 

and 70° are presented in this paper. The methodology and further results and analysis will be 

included in the oral presentation.   

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To validate the proposed HFFB-based approach, mean sectional wind load distributions along 

the principal axes were calculated and are shown in Figure 1, where the HFFB predictions are 

compared with the HFPI reference data for the wind directions of 0° and 70°. A range of +/- 1 

standard deviations of the data are illustrated using coloured bands. The light blue bands show 

results from the proposed approach and the pink bands show the pressure measurement results. 

  

  



  

Figure 1. Comparison of mean sectional force coefficients for Building A estimated by the proposed HFFB-based 

approach (blue dots) and the HFPI reference (red circles) coefficients. 

In general, the predictions from the proposed HFFB-based and HFPI approach follow similar 

trends and show good agreement. However, the results are also very close for other wind 

directions as well 70° and 0°. Differences in Figure 1 also arise due to discrepancies between the 

actual wind tunnel HFFB and HFPI base force and moment test results for these two wind 

directions. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, a straightforward HFFB-based approach is presented for time domain application 

to estimate the wind load distributions over the height of a tall building based on HFFB 

measurements. HFPI measurements were used to check the accuracy of the proposed approach. 

The results demonstrate that the proposed approach can predict the wind loads in the 

translational directions with reasonable accuracy.  
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